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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

As of January 1, 1974, Sid Snyder assumes the presidency of the Hawaii Chapter of the American Institute of Architects.

Opening with a New Year greeting from the AIA. We begin this year with many solid programs continued from 1973, thanks to the direction of the past officers, executive committee members and committee members who form the backbone of the AIA. Twenty committees and a number of special task forces exist so far this year, and involve more than 100 members in addition to the nine-member executive committee.

It is this continued activity that provides the conduit for the community to see our concern as architects in dealing with social, economic and quality of life questions as well as planning, community design and architecture. The thrust of these activities in the coming year should be to further involve the community in our programs as well as involve ourselves in the community.

One example of community exposure is our award program, one for practicing architects and one for students, which allow the public to understand what we as architects consider to be good architecture and show our support for architectural education.

Committee review and recommendations of codes, legislation, and many other programs is an area of less visual exposure but certainly as important as those programs which receive more publicity.

This year we have an obligation to develop, along with others in the design profession, processes to improve the selection and administration of architectural and engineering contract awarding systems which will better serve the community. The separation of A&E selection from the political arena and to insure that the public is getting the best qualified professional for each project must be our goal.

A word about a new project: The new AIA office on Fort Street will be open for community functions as well as our own programs, which will emphasize our role in the community through education of future architects, professional responsibility and concern, and our genuine commitment to participate in the quest for a quality of life standard which should be enjoyed by every citizen.

I'm looking forward to an active year with many accomplishments, please join me.
AN ARCHITECT'S AVOCATION

by Jerry Allison

Along with photography and graphic work, associate member, Lorrin Lee, enjoys the art of Chinese calligraphy and brush painting. Mr. Lee is with the office of Johnson & Reese, AIA.

Enjoyment of ink brush painting is experienced in actual creation of spatial relationships interwoven in a fabric of perceived shades and tones of black and white alone.

Deliberate movement. Varying pressure of the brush. A discrete amount of ink or water.

The immediacy of the moment. Captured. Careful planning to give balance to the composition. Final form from initial sketches. A visual realization transformed to reality.

Lorrin Lee
AN EDITORIAL

CAMPAIGN FINANCING

I think everyone has the message by now – Tom Coffman started it in the Star Bulletin. Dave Pellegrin carried it further in the Advertiser. Lew Ingleson wants out. Spiro Agnew got thrown out. Fasi says never again. Kimura says rotate. Hawaii Architect says we’re all guilty. It’s been all over the newspapers for nine months now.

But this time many things are “perfectly clear.”

1 – It’s illegal.
2 – It’s unethical.
3 – It’s unhealthy.
4 – It can get you thrown in jail – both on the giving and the receiving ends. (See last month’s Hawaii Architect.)
5 – No one likes it. Not the architects who feel compelled to give. Not the candidates who need the money. Not the public who watches.

Granted, the architects are not the only ones involved – there are others. But we can only deal with our part of the problem, and by example put pressure on others to deal with the other parts.

The problem is really two problems: 1 – Campaign Financing; 2 – Architect and Engineer Selection. Campaign financing is outside of our kuleana. Architect and engineer selection is our kuleana.

Don Goo has put before the executive committee and before the general membership a resolution which recognizes and effectively deals with the distinction between contributions to support a candidate of one’s belief, and contributions to buy favors. The details of the proposal may be open to discussion but the point is, or by now should be, beyond discussion. Let’s put an end to the pattern of political contributions to buy work. No more committees to examine the matter in depth. No more hemming and hawing.

The legislature is in session now. Now is the time to act. The AIA must join with CILO, ICED, CEC, ASLA and AIP to present a straightforward, no nonsense bill – effective and with teeth – to separate campaign financing from AIE contract awarding. There must be a unified approach. It must be straight. It must be strong. If this is so, the bill will pass.

For two years now, Hawaii Architect has been advocating strong participation in the political arena for architects. We still feel strongly about this. Land use, development controls, general planning, building codes and the environment – all of these are subjects which concern architects vitally and with which we have significant expertise. We cannot pull out of this commitment now just as we are starting to make ourselves heard and people are beginning to find substance in our opinions. In fact, we must work harder, think harder, talk more in these areas.

Campaign financing is not the part of the political arena where we should be making our presence felt. Let’s get our priorities straight. There never was a better time than now.

J. R.

...More...from Architectural Guidelines

The November issue of Architectural Guidelines says:

“Publicity runs hot and cold for the profession as a whole. AIA’s response to problem of political payoffs is welcomed in face of deteriorating reputation of architectural and engineering professions. Response, for those who haven’t got the word, includes proposal to establish professional review boards to pass on professionals’ qualifications to do state government projects. Idea is to establish a graft buffer between those who award the contracts and the architects who are asked to pay for the favors.

But these are times of public cynicism – questions arise about sincerity of reform proposals. Will AIA ask for reforms or will it use muscle? Problem of graft on city and county government levels remains wide open. Problem of corruption among building inspectors goes on forever. Some clients wonder out loud how much of their fees are split between architects and others in kickbacks and payoffs.

Proposals for competitive job bidding come on stronger than ever. Professional society’s arguments against bidding seem self-serving to many. Rumblings of antitrust action continue in Justice Department. Influential Nader group has been asked to look into situation. Many ideas, much controversy boiling on this whole matter. We’ll keep you posted.”
December marked the end of Peggyjo Gum's first year with the AIA. It's hard to remind oneself that it's only been one year, for in that time Peg has become so much a part of the AIA as to be almost synonymous with it. The job description "Executive Secretary" does not include attending countless meetings, keeping tabs of innumerable projects and committee tasks, or acting as the action catalyst for a very loosely organized organization — but she does them all, in addition to the more routine duties of her job. After one year — a special mahalo, and a wish for many more to come.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS
Have you heard about HAWAIIAN GRAPHICS?
Until last September we were part of Bader's, Inc. That should ring a bell.
We know you have a problem getting supplies you need when you need them. HAWAIIAN GRAPHICS is solving that problem.
We carry a lot now. Like more Chartpak and Crescent Cardboard than anyone else around.
Soon we'll have everything you need.
So start your shopping at HAWAIIAN GRAPHICS.
Telephone orders gladly accepted. We deliver.
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AIA COMMITTEE REPORTS

DESIGN COMMITTEE

General discussion was held on the purpose of the committee and what could be achieved the ensuing year. It was generally agreed upon that the committee's interest lies in Community Design Awareness.

1. Definition of Design
2. Problems of Design
3. Solutions
4. Execution
5. Allied Professions
6. Achievements and Awards

Since ultimate design quality comes from a series of disciplines, many of which are not in the field of architecture, the committee felt that rather than trying to pursue the broad and academic aspects of design, they should arrive at one or two specific tasks and pursue these with diligence.

After much discussion the committee decided to pursue State Act 119, relating to the development of regional and urban design plans for each county. As the workshop sessions developed, announcements were made to invite new members who were particularly interested in the activities of this committee. Active members, all of whom should receive credit for their continuous participation, are as follows:

- Donald Bernhouse
- Jim Charlton
- Roger Lee
- Alfred Preis
- Rolf Preuss
- Terry Tusher
- Don Dumlao
- Frank Haines

In conjunction with the many workshop sessions, special meetings, and conferences, all relating to environmental and urban design or design quality of public buildings, were attended by committee members.

Office of the Oahu Development Conference.
Office of the State Foundation on Culture and the Arts.
AIA office with Bill Lacey, National Endowment for the Arts.
State Capitol Auditorium, Architecture and Environmental Arts.
Governor's Conference on Culture and the Arts.
The committee ended its year initiating two significant objectives.
1. Establishment of a formal application for a Project Grant to the National Endowment for the Arts, Washington D.C.
2. Establishment of an Environmental Task Force related to the 1973 State Conference on Culture and the Arts in Hawaii.

It is the committee's assumption that if these two objectives are pursued in detail in 1974, the results will be a significant influence on the part of the AIA toward the formulation and subsequent design quality of the county urban plans.

CODES COMMITTEE

Duane Cobeen, Art Hansen, Alan Holl, Don Meyers, Greg Tong, Bob Tsushima (through November), Fred White, Herb Muraoka (ex-officio).

1973 Accomplishments:
1. Continuous liaison with C&C Honolulu Building Dept.
2. Intermittent liaison with office of State Fire Marshal.
5. Continued review of CZC format.

Continuing Activities:
1. Cobeen representative to C&C Honolulu Building Dept. for noise abatement.
2. Hansen and Holl — White, alternate — to C&C Honolulu Building Dept. for adoption of '73 UBC.
4. Tong representative to Health Dept. re: swimming pool regulations.
5. Committee as a whole is continuing its efforts to improve CZC format.

Recommendations for 1974:
1. That I. Don Meyers be appointed chairman.
2. That Leon Noe be appointed secretary.
3. That ExCom go on record with the City Council:
   (a) Favoring affirmative Council action on Building Department's proposed Building Code Amendment for fire safety in high-rise buildings permitting either sprinkler protection or compartmentation (Bldg. Dept. 's letter B73-1401 dated November 18, 1973 and encl.)
   (b) Favoring affirmative Council action on Building Department's proposed Building Code Amendment for physically handicapped (Building Department's letter dated July 30, 1973).

GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

The Governmental Relations Committee worked diligently before, during and after legislative session. In that period, we reviewed over 4000 House and Senate bills and resolutions. Also, the committee reviewed draft bills of other community and professional organizations.

(Continued on Page 10)
CONTROL ENTRY...
OF VEHICLES

Keep unauthorized cars out of your parking lot.

Parking Products, Inc.
Gate/Card/Cash Systems

EVERY PARKING AREA SHOULD HAVE CONTROLLED ENTRY & EXIT TO
- Eliminate burden of towaways
- Provide tenant/owner sense of security
- Control use of parking spaces
- Achieve efficiency of use
- Stop thefts
- SECURED PARKING AREAS ARE MORE PROFITABLE

Parking Products, Inc., systems... now available for installation. Soon to be installed in The Fairway Villa and elsewhere.

OF PEOPLE

Keep unauthorized visitors out of your building.

IDENTIFONE
CONTROLLED ENTRY COMPUTER

EVERY BUILDING NEEDS AN EFFECTIVE CONTROLLED ENTRY SYSTEM TO
- Provide safety for tenants
- Keep out unwanted visitors
- Reduce need for costly guards and doormen
- Raise values
- Increase revenues

- SECURED BUILDINGS ARE MORE PROFITABLE

IDENTIFONE... already in use in Barclay, Liluokalani Plaza, Wilder Regent, Marco Polo, and others.

EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR THESE SYSTEMS:

EMC CORP.
2979 UALENA STREET  HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819
Phone 847-1138

OFFERING A FULL LINE OF SECURITY EQUIPMENT
INCLUDING IDENTIFONE, SONY CCTV & PARKING PRODUCTS, INC.
REPORTS

when some members had to drop out for assorted reasons. As a result, exhibits were carted about and set up hurriedly with little time for the sort of detail that distinguishes between a bunch of photo panels and an exhibit.

There was no outreach into the community except for some showings in hotels, mostly with architects in attendance. One notable exception: the High-Rise Conference. Thanks to Steve Mori for his help on that one.

A rather simple system was devised for displays in the Chapter office, using the built-in channels in the walls. When time allows, the Douglas fir one by two’s should be carefully sanded and given a coat of sealer. A number of blank 40 x 40 panels were bought and prepared so that nonstandard boards may be used with the regular Chapter exhibit supports.

I discussed the possibility of a joint exhibit with Jim Foster, director of the Honolulu Academy of Arts. He is willing to discuss the matter further, but a couple of potential problems exist: First, the Academy schedules its showings two years in advance. Second, the Chapter might not be able to carry its share of the cost of the type exhibit that would warrant Academy participation. At Ty Sutton’s suggestion, inquiries were made about the Louis Kahn and Moshie Safdie displays. Kahn’s was busy for the predictable future (no mention of price) and Safdie wanted $7,000 for his.

Recommendations: Exhibits Committee should be large and should include some young Associates with strong backs. It would be nice to involve the Student Chapter, if they can spare the time.

Some thought should be given to a better system for transporting exhibit materials, both for ease of handling and for better protection. The Chapter standards are very heavy to carry around. Since we need more, perhaps

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The Community Relations Committee (formerly the Public Relations Committee) started the 1973 year enthusiastically with the following members:

Gordon Tyau, Group ’70 Lab, Chairman; Sid Snyder, AIA President-Elect, Advisor; and members: Byron Tsuruda, Au, Cutting, Smith & Haworth; Lorrin Lee, Leo S. Wou & Associates; Carol Sakata, Hogan, Chapman, Cobeen & Associates; Francis Oda, University of Hawaii Architect; Tom Onishi, Jack McGarrity & Associates; Greg Michaud, Student Chapter AIA.

Status Summary:

Two initial meetings were held in January and February in which the year’s program was outlined. The committee decided to take a new tack and

Continued on page 14
KAKAAKO PUMPING STATION
This well proportioned blue stone structure is an excellent example of industrial Romanesque architecture—one of the few remaining in Hawaii. The sensitive combination of various forms creates an unusually pleasing design for an industrial building.

Originally the structure was the sewage pumping station for the Kakaako district. Currently it is being used as the maintenance building for all of the sewage pumping stations on Oahu.

The structure was constructed in 1900 and is an important element in our architectural heritage. Currently there is a development plan being considered for the Kakaako district. Hopefully any such plan would include the preservation of this building and insure its permanent place in our community.
Committee Reports

From page 11

attack the community information problem rather than our "image" problem, so a "Community Oriented Information System" was devised. The minutes of the first and second meeting (on file) elaborate on this system.

Before the Information System could be implemented, the chairman became involved in the selection and location of the new AIA office, the writing of the competition statement, and the construction supervision of the office itself. This commitment lasted until October, when the office was occupied, and due primarily to this, the Community Relations Committee did not accomplish its second goal—implementation of the concepts and ideas decided upon.

The materials in the committee file for future reference include:

1—Lists of community organizations and person to be contacted.
2—Minutes of the committee meetings.
3—Draft of the announcement letter to the membership.
4—Committee member suggestions for implementation of the program.
5—Outline of the program.

It is hoped that the 1974 committee consider this information useful for its purposes.

Recommendation:

1—That the goals and systems suggested by the 1973 committee be reviewed, considered, and implemented by the 1974 committee as a program for the AIA.
2—That former 1973 committee members be invited to participate in the 1974 committee structure.

Our thanks to the members of these committees for their efforts.
CAMP GEAR
SHOP MGR.
Young expanding operation needs someone to run camping department. Camping experience a must. Not much money to start, but a chance to grow with us. Investment a possibility. Send details about yourself and present work experience to Advertiser Box 8547.

CARPENTERS
2 good JOURNEYMEN
Call 841-4542
Ask for Bob

Cart
Maintenance Person
Hawaii Kai Golf Course
Call Ron 395-2358

Kaiser Aetna
CASHIERS
counts receivable background helpful. Also do some accts.—general office work. Salary dependent on background & ability. 7:30-4:30. Apply in person.

CHECK YOUR ADS FOR ERRORS ON FIRST DAY
HE HAWAII NEWSPAPER AGENCY, INC., cannot be responsible for small errors in the first day of publication of any advertisement. Notice Errors Printed. THE FIRST DAY SHOULD IMMEDIATELY BE ALLED TO THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLISHER. DEADLINES FOR COVERS (10 a.m. Mon. & Fri. for advertising in following day's paper) 5:30 a.m. Sat. or Mon.

Ph. 536-0061

CLUB 825
Experienced
Cocktail Waitresses
Bottomless Go-Go Dancers
MALE & FEMALES
Call Kay 8 P.M. to 2 A.M.
861 Mapunapuna St.

Cocktail Waitress
No experience necessary
APPLY after 11 a.m.

ROSS' SPARE ROOM
860 Kapiolani Blvd.
Cocktail WAITRESSES for GUAM
High salary Transportation aid.
Call 363-7198

CPTABLE
HAPPY'S DRIVE IN
Ph. 841-4383, 945-1611

COUNTER HELP
11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

DANCE HOSTesses
$500 wk.
comm. possible + DAILY TIPS
For Free Ride To Work—CALL
732-6112
KIMIKO

DANCE HOSTESS
$50-$75
PER NIGHT
Ride To & From Work
Ph. 677-5929

DATA RECORD OPERATOR
FOR SYSTEM 3
1 Yr. Experience
6 A.M.-5 P.M.
Salary $600 mo.

Send Resume to:
QUALITY PACIFIC.
Box 780-Hono. 96808

Data Processing-OHite Personnel
FOR SYSTEM 3
Professional background & ability. 8 A.M.-5 P.M. Day time.

Deliver person for dental laboratory Appt. Other Percent Parts. $200.

DENTAL ASSISTANT
Full or part time. Salary 300.

DENTAL ASSISTANT
Full or part time. Salary 200.

DDAAEESSES
For Free Ride To Work—CALL
732-6112

DANCE HOSTESS
$50-$75
PER NIGHT
Ride To & From Work
Ph. 677-5929

DAY shift:
POKEY'S
2879 Paie Street
Ph. Box. 9350 Hono. 96801

HAWAII ARCHITECT WANTS INTERESTED REPORTERS GRAPHICS & PHOTOGRAPHY CALL PEG...
538-7276

CUSTER HELP
DAY SHIFT, Mon.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.
Apply before 12 noon

CRUNKY'S DRIVE IN
913 Iselberg
Ph. 941-7777

COUNTER HELP
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
For Free Ride To Work—CALL
732-6112
KIMIKO

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
For Free Ride To Work—CALL
732-6112
KIMIKO

EXPERIENCED, WILLING
Sales Clerks
Ladies' Sportswear
Apply in Person Saturday
Casual Aire
Reef Tower Hotel

EXPERIENCED DELIVERY PERSON
Full time, mature.
Apply in person
Mon.-Fri. 9 A.M.-3 P.M.

EXPERIENCED SALE PERSON
Full time.
Excl. sal. & fringe benefits
Apply in Person
Alfred Shaheen Store
2252 Kalakaua Ave.

EXPERIENCED
SEAMSTRESSES
SHIPPING BUNDDER
KALILI FASHIONS
Ph. 536-6560, 9:5 p.m.
9:30 A.M.-3:50 p.m.

EXPERIENCED
SONY TAPE RECORDER TECHNICIAN
Gene Piety Factors
Ph. 831-9095, 8 to 4

EXPERIENCED STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
T. Y. LIN, Hawaii, Inc.
Ph. 536-9337

EXPERIENCED
FIELD CLERK
Timekeepers
Work on Oahu and neighbor islands.
Salary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefits.
Submit resume to:
Advertiser's Box 85588
605 Kapiolani Blvd.
Hono. 96813

FINISHER
Spray finisher for furniture & fixture manufacturer. Earn.

HELP!!!
BUSINESS IS BOOMING
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES
DANCERS
18 & UP. FANTASTIC WAGES AND TIPS. No experience Needed
Full or part time, located in Waikiki. 732-1103, call 12 noon-6 p.m.

GARDENER Immediate opening. Full time position in large complex (11 units). $2.50/hr.
Call 239-9666, M-Th. 9-11 AM.

GENERAL OFFICE WORK
Shorthand & typing essential. Full time or part time.
Salary commensurate with ability. Parking available. Call Mrs. George for appt.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING CLERK
Inventory, accounts receivable & payable. Parking available.
APPLY 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

CHARLEY'S GENERAL TIRE SERVICE
54-322 Moleolo St., Waipahu

GO-GO DANCERS
Good pay Apply; Part time after p.m.
187 Kalakaua Ave.
949-2413.

GROWING ESCROW COMPANY needs
ESCROW AGENT:
Experience necessary
Salary open
Call 521-9327 Joy McBurney

HAIR DRESSERS—Hawaiian Village
Beauty Shop, 941-6041 for appt.

HAIRSTYLIST
The Royal Dazel Salon, 923-1855

HAIRDRESSER
Top Hair Styling, 373-1888

HAIRDRESSER PLUS
Joan Williams, 600 TV. Ph. 732-0266

HAIRDRESSER & MANICURIST
for Waikiki shop, 923-4864

HAIRDRESSER
Hair licensed
Full or Part Time

Kay's Beauty Salon
Maunalua Shopping Center
Ph. 372-7255, 6 days
624-5326, evenings

HAIRDRESSER MALE & FEMALE
Full & part time. Ph. 849-7239

HAIRDRESSERS
New shopping center/Kaneohe
724-1452.

HELP!!!
BUSINESS IS BOOMING
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES
DANCERS
18 & UP. FANTASTIC WAGES AND TIPS. No experience Needed
Full or part time, located in Waikiki. 732-1103, call 12 noon-6 p.m.
PART II  INCOME TAX

§ 401. Deductions—Tie-in with Federal Law

In general, the deductions allowable for the Hawaii income tax purposes are the same as under federal law. However, there are some differences explained in subsequent paragraphs, of two types: (1) a few that were specified when the basic Hawaii law was adopted in 1957; and (2) differences that have developed since 1957 as a result of federal changes not adopted by Hawaii.

§ 402. Business Expenses

Hawaii Law: Sec. 233 (2)
Federal Law: Sec. 162 (1)

The deductions for business expenses are the same for Hawaii as for federal, with the minor exceptions explained below.

The federal law was amended in 1960 to permit initial purchasers of Federal National Mortgage Association stock to deduct, as a business expense, the excess of the issue price over the fair market value of the stock at the issue date. Hawaii has not adopted this provision.

As explained more fully at § 423, the federal law on business expenses was amended in 1969 to (1) permit the deduction of certain illegal payments, etc., and (2) allow the deduction of certain expenses, damages received, etc. Hawaii has not adopted these federal provisions.

§ 403. Depreciation

Hawaii Law: Sec. 355 (2)
Federal Law: Sec. 280 (2), 167, 184, 185, 186

In general, the deduction for depreciation for Hawaii tax purposes is the same as federal. However, there are a few exceptions to this, as explained below.

As a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, federal law accelerated depreciation methods on real property and fixtures. Generally, use of the 200% declining balance and accelerated straight-line methods may no longer be used except on new residential property. On the other hand, an accelerated 5-year write-off is provided for rehabilitation of old properties not rented to produce income. These provisions apply generally, to property acquired after July 24, 1969. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 also changed the rules for "recapture" of the excess of post-1969 straight-line depreciation (see § 516). Hawaii has not adopted these federal provisions.

1974

TAXES OF HAWAII

WITH EMPHASIS ON RELATIONSHIP TO FEDERAL INCOME TAXES

RUSSELL S. BOCK

This is the only comprehensive guide to all Hawaii taxes, especially suited to business and professional people, attorneys, and tax practitioners... and an easy-to-understand reference for individuals.

The author, Russell S. Bock, is also author of the annual "Guidebook to California Taxes."

Taxes of Hawaii has been published each year since 1964 and has been an unqualified success. The income tax section is fully referenced with Hawaii and Federal law, and the relationship to Federal income taxes is particularly emphasized.

Its 300 pages are fully indexed and contain withholding tables, optional tax tables, completed specimen tax forms, and a directory of all tax offices.

* Special direct-from-publisher discounts on orders of six (6) or more copies ordered at one time. Phone 521-0021 for discount information.

Crossroads Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 833/Honolulu, Hawaii 96808

Please send copies of TAXES OF HAWAII at $8.95 postpaid, to:

Crossroads Press, Inc.
P. O. Box 833, Honolulu, Hawaii 96808

Name

Address

City................................State..................ZIP

[ ] Payment Enclosed [ ] We require an invoice
BACKGROUND
The State of Hawaii has adopted more laws governing the environment than most states in the Union, yet very little has actually been accomplished in terms of environmental control.

We were the first state to enact a land use law, and on July 1, 1973, with the adoption of Act 119, we became the first state to require each county to prepare an urban design plan. Act 119 coupled with the development plans called for by the newly adopted Honolulu City and County Charter, and the proposals set forth by the Temporary Commission for Environmental Planning could have a far reaching physical impact on our daily lives. But, goals, policies, laws and legislation do not guarantee action.

“Good” Urban Design is attainable only through responsible government leadership. Virtually every action performed by government has environmental implications. Government establishes our roads and utility networks, land use patterns, zoning regulations, building codes and taxation policies. All of these powers put government in the role of chief urban designer. Until more policy makers take urban design seriously we will continue to despoil our environment. We must therefore find ways to encourage these governmental leaders to actively strive for means to implement improvements in our urban environments. Before we can successfully direct government leaders to implement more stringent environmental controls we must precisely define what we want them to do.

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY URBAN DESIGN?

There are those who think of Urban Design in terms of aesthetics, that is to say, concerned only with how things look. This is a limited view of Urban Design. In reality, Urban Design is concerned with how things function and relate to each other; i.e. how the elements are arranged spatially to satisfy basic human requirements.

WHAT KIND OF ENVIRONMENT ARE WE SEEKING?

Most people would prefer an environment which is arranged to give them the option to enjoy the wonders of nature as well as the wonders of man. An environment which is diversified and complex, but not to the point of frustration and confusion. An environment which gives its citizens a sense of belonging, an identity, a sense of community where people can meet and children can play. And, finally, an environment which doesn’t place extreme burdens on man’s travel time between home and work. In short an environment for people.

HOW DO WE ACHIEVE THESE ASPIRATIONS?

Once the appropriate implementation laws have been adopted, government will be in a better position to assume its proper role of Chief Urban Designer. Urban Design is primarily a function of the spatial relationships of structures and open spaces. The location and type of buildings in turn are a result of such legal controls as the definition of property rights, the zoning ordinance and the tax laws. Changes in some of these areas will profoundly affect the Urban Design of the city. These changes are discussed below.

1. Restructure Our System of Property Rights.

Urban Design is not possible until our present system of property rights have been re-evaluated. For example, a man who is fortunate enough to own a piece of real estate zoned for a profitable use can place extreme burdens on his neighbor who was not so fortunate. A person who paid an extra sum of money for a view from his apartment can easily lose that view a year later.

Why should one man be able to deprive another of part of his property for which he has paid?

What we may need is a system of “just compensation.” But what is just compensation? To date, the person who owns the property is the only one compensated, while his neighbor and the general public’s rights are too frequently ignored. A system of compensation which would be equitable to all is therefore recommended. For instance, a land developer wishing to go high-rise might be better advised to have to buy the air rights or development rights of adjacent low rise land owners. This system would benefit not only the developer who will have preserved a certain amount of open space for his tenants but also the adjacent land owners who will have gained monetarily by selling their development rights. The overall benefactor is of course the general public.

2. Revise Our Tax Structure.

There are numerous examples where the present system of property taxation forces undesirable land development. Property is traditionally assessed on the basis of highest and best use. This concept results in raising the assessed value of land which is in close proximity to urbanizing areas. As a result of the potential use for revenue generating uses (high density development) taxes are raised on all properties regardless of the owner’s intentions. This is especially burdensome to owners wishing to remain low-rise or who do not wish to develop their property. For example, the land of the single family residence next to a high-rise in Makiki is assessed at the same rate as the high-rise - even if the owner has no intention to develop.

Facilitate government acquisition of amortized structures blocking view corridors or infringing on parks.

Continued on Page 18
Culture and Arts from 17

Because of the extensive amount of high-rise development which has already taken place on Oahu many of our significant views, e.g. of Diamond Head, are already blocked or impaired. In order to remedy this situation, view preservation districts must be established as part of the zoning code. These structures obstructing the view would be designated non-conforming. Presently a state law prohibits removal of structures which do not conform to the zoning ordinance. This law should be changed to permit removal of the structures once it had been amortized—assuming a 20 to 30 year amortization period.

An amortization program for the acquisition of future parks or view corridors should therefore be instituted. For example, when a building which is obstructing a designated view corridor has reached its profitable life it could be torn down. The option of the development rights (or zoning rights) refer back to government. Rezoning or downzoning could then not be considered an insupportable hardship to the landowners, and a deprivation of property since they presumably would have made their money several times over.


As mentioned earlier, Urban Design is “implicit” in virtually every government action. The challenge is to make Urban Design “explicit” i.e. a conscious part of the planning process.

For instance each new road designed by the transportation planner or traffic engineer has three-dimensional implications. In addition to carrying a certain volume of automobiles from point A to B, the road’s capacity, location, and design will encourage a certain density of development as well as certain special relationships between man and his environment. Increasing the capacity of existing roads constitutes a creation of communication barriers between the two sides of the street and essentially will divide and disrupt a series of neighborhoods in order to link different parts of the city. The problem is that our traffic engineers have yet to learn to evaluate the Urban Form implications of their actions. This is particularly crucial with regard to our proposed Mass Rapid Transit Networks and freeway systems.

Similar criticism can be leveled to our land use planners. It should be obvious judging from our surroundings that rarely are major land use policies evaluated in terms of their three-dimensional impact on this environment. There are countless examples in our City and State General Plans where existing policies have an adverse affect on the environment.

The location of a “new campus,” a hospital complex or a specified land use density on the city’s map are all major Urban Form determinants. It is recommended therefore that each land use policy be evaluated in light of it’s three-dimensional costs and benefits. This is particularly timely because of present City and State effort in revising Urban Design as an integral part of this process.

5. Revise Our Zoning Codes

The zoning code more than any other implementation device is a major design tool. It, in combination with our building codes and numerous State and Federal regulations, literally designs the city. Zoning regulations are however applied negatively by dictating what must not be done, rather than what should be done. Height, bulk and setback requirements in most cases are arbitrary and have little relationship to the actual needs of the user or to the public environment. There is no reason, for example, why all high-rise structures should be of uniform height or located in one land use district. There are obvious places where high-rise buildings are appropriate where they do not block views, for example with Makaha high rise against the mountains versus the Contessa which blocks the view of the Koolau mountains. Urban Design requires very detailed and specific analysis of the functional aspects of the urban environment. We should therefore have detailed development plans or district plans before applying zoning regulations to a given area. This is not to imply that every detail of a city must be designed prior to implementation, but rather that through a thorough and detailed analysis of the city’s functional parts can a realistic framework be established in which orderly growth can take place.

CONCLUSION

Although we are the first state to require each county to prepare Urban Design plans, there is no requirement that they must be adopted. If this law is to be effective it must be tied to the availability of funds for the counties. For example, state aid to counties would not be released to areas without an adopted Urban Design Plan.
You build with "Wolmanized" wood.
We field treat it.
We treat the soil.
No pilikia.

Announcing Diamond W. Protection.

The three best ways to protect against termite and rot damage have never been offered from a single source... until now. Only Honolulu Wood Treating Company offers all three:

**Soil Treatment:** A licensed pest control operator will treat the soil around and under the construction. In addition, we'll remove all woody scrap material from the homesite.

**"Wolmanized" Wood:** All framing and structural lumber and plywood, and wood in contact with concrete and masonry will be "Wolmanized" (or Tribucide) pressure treated wood.

**Field Treatment:** A licensed operator will be on hand during construction to end coat all field cuts and holes with Wolman X-71 solution.

3 guaranties make homes more valuable.
$5,000, 20-year warranty bond guarantee on all "Wolmanized" wood.
Others make promises. We give an ironclad written warranty bond guarantee. It's even transferable... remaining in force regardless of ownership.
1 year guarantee on all untreated wood.
Ordinarily the contractor is responsible for a one-year warranty. We take the monkey off his back. If even non-treated components are damaged by termites within the first year of construction, we'll make repairs, free. Diamond W protection is that effective.

5-year guarantee on soil treatment.
If there is any outbreak of subterranean termites within five years of construction we'll retreat the soil free of charge.

HONOLULU WOOD TREATING CO., LTD.
2290 Alahao Place/Phone 847-4661
New Members


MUNDY, NORMAN L.—associate member. Self employed. Western Reserve University, School of Architecture. Wife: Juanita. Children: Teresa, 14; Roberta, 12; Wendy, 9.

Inside deals our SPECIALITY

Inside offices... banks... hotels... restaurants... schools... and factories, from Pago Pago to Honolulu, the name to remember from initial design to the final details of installation is sen company. Now with a new symbol, reflecting the contemporary metals, the colors—and the warm wood tones that keynote fine commercial furnishings and design.


For complete business environments, see sen company

904 Kohou Street, Honolulu. 841-3631

January, 1974
LETTERS

(The following letter was addressed to Sid Snyder, president, Hawaii Chapter.)

I had a feeling things would liven up over there when you became President. My predictions have been fulfilled in the November issue of Hawaii Architect. I have very much enjoyed your monthly periodical since becoming active in the Washington State Council, and I am still receiving it as Immediate Past President twice removed. Please don’t pull my name from your addressograph plates, for goodness sakes! I can see that you guys are going to give Hugh Hefner a run for his money and why not?

Best regards and best wishes to you in the new year – please give my best to Val.

William H. Trogdon

Speaking simply as one member of the Geritol set, I found nothing offensive in the photo of the naked lady in the November Hawaii Architect.

Thanks for your efforts to bring us a magazine that is interesting and lively. If it brings us a little controversy now and then, that’s probably good, too!

Tom Culbertson

Finally got my hands on a copy of the November 1973 “Hawaii Architect” just to see what all the fuss was about.

Good Gawd, what with the state of the world at present, hasn’t anybody a sense of humor? Besides what appears on page 5 is far more attractive than what appears on page 4!

Jim Dennis

P.S. What in heck is the guy who wrote the letter on page 22 saying?

ED. – Mr. Yanoviak was contemplating the morphological evolution of archetypal symbolism as encountered in urbo-surburban transitional relationships.

Bravo for page 5 . . .

Jim Pearson

. . . That was the girl in the November HA. . . remember?

Francis Oda Joins Group ’70 Lab

Francis S. Oda, AIA, has recently joined the architectural firm, Group ’70 Lab, after two years as the Architect of the University of Hawaii. Born and raised in Hawaii, Mr. Oda obtained his professional degree from Cornell University and subsequently won the 1971 National Honor Award of the American Institute of Architects, the 1971 Bartlett Award, and recently, the competition for the office design of the Hawaii Chapter of the American Institute of Architects. His projects have been published in Belgium, England and the United States. He is married to Caroline Ward Oda, also of Hawaii.

Ekbo Reorganizes

Ekbo, Dean, Austin & Williams, Inc., environmental planners, urban designers, announce the reorganization of their offices concurrent with the withdrawal from the firm of Garrett Eckbo, effective December 1, 1973.

The firm will henceforth be known as EDAW, Inc., maintaining four major offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Honolulu and Minneapolis under the expanded leadership of Edward A. Williams, one of the firm’s founding partners, as chairman; Richard A. Moore, president, and officers Howard B. Altman, Don B. Austin, Francis Dean, Chris Degenhardt, Timothy Downey, Howard E. Elliott, James Mildes, Herbert R. Schaaf, and Donald Tompkins.

Championship Driveway Of The Year

Parade of Homes Winners:

Winners of the 1973 Parade of Homes contest for Best Concrete Driveway and Best Use of Concrete Products were announced by George S. Ishida, executive director of the Cement and Concrete Products Industry of Hawaii at the recent awards dinner.

Tapped as best concrete driveway was the Phillip Minn home at 5171 Likini St. in the Salt Lake area.

The award for the Best Use of Concrete Products went to Space Investments for its custom-built home at 1726 Laukahiki St. in Waialae-iki. In addition to its attractive concrete driveway, the home contained many outstanding uses of concrete products.

Bev Brooks contemplates the design of her new tree house . . . architectural suggestions anyone?

— Photo by Joel Kendler

Hawaii Architect
The roof that goes on forever.

Properly installed, the Monier Roof will never have to be replaced. It laughs at the thought of wind, rain, hell's fire and high water. Termites won't touch it and no man needs to because it's maintenance free concrete, lightweight enough for just about any double wall structure.


Monier Roof Tiles
91-185 Kalaeloa Blvd.
Campbell Industrial Park
Phone: 682-4523
Making it easy to go up down around or any way you are inclined!

Escalating merchandise between shopping center levels and people between airport concourses and hotel floors is all part of a specialized group of services this company performs in Hawaii.

Regular preventive maintenance of elevator, escalator, and carousel equipment of all makes and types is a major part of Amelco Elevator service. Round the clock and round the year.

Amelco Elevator Company
645 Halekauwila St. / Honolulu 96813 / Phone 537-1902 / DISTRIBUTOR OF MONTGOMERY ELEVATORS AND ESCALATORS